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Note: Answer five question onlY

Ql/ A: a shunt generator has field resistance of 60 o when generator delivers 60 KW the

terminal voltage is 120 V while the generated E.M.F is 135 V. Determine:

1- The armature circuit resistance

2- Find efficiency of DC generator (10 Marks)

B: a shunt generator has a field resistance of60 o when generator delivers 20 KW the

terminal voltage is 135 V while the armature circuit resistance 0.28 O. Determine:

1- The generator E.M.F
2- E,lectrical efficiency circuit (10 Marks)

Qzl A44O V, shunt motor has an armature resistance of 0.8 O and field resistance 200 C)

when giving an output of 7.46 KW at 85 percent efficiency then the speed of motor is

( 1 000 r.p.m). Determine:
A-The back E.M.F
B-The full load torque of armature and shaft (20 Marks)

Q3/ A single phase transformer of transformation factor K:0.5 is connected to A.C power

supply of (400V, 50Hz) under this conditions the no load test gives no load cunent I-2A
with 0.208 lag power factor. If load is connected to secondary winding then a current of
25 A and 0.866 lag power factor will pass in secondary circuit. Find:
1- The power delivered by the source .

2- The rated V A of transformer.
3- The power delivered to the load.
4- Sketch the phasor diagram. (20 Marks)

Q4/ A: a l.phase transformer has a 500 primary and 1200 secondary turns. The net cross-
section area of the core is 7 5 cm2 .If the primary winding will be connected to a 400V,
50Hz supply. Calculate:
1- The peak value of flux density in the core .

2- Voltage induced in the secondary windings. (10 Marks)

B/ A 30 Ky A,24001120V, 50 Hz transformer has a high voltage winding resistance of 0. I
C) and leakage reactance of 0.22 O. The low voltage winding resistance is 0.012 O. Find
the equivalent winding resistance, reactance and impedance referred to:
1-High voltage side.
2- Low voltage side (10 Marks)

k: - 1...,



e5/ A 500 KVA, 3phase, 50 Hz transformer has a voltage ratio (line voltages) of 33/l 1

fV anA is a delta/stu, .orrr."ted. The resistance per phase are: high voltage 35 C), low

voltage 0.g76 C) and the iron loss is 3050 W. Calculate the value of efficiency at full-load

and one-half of full-load respectively:
A- At unity P.F
B-At 0.8 P.F (20 Marks)

e6/ A conductor of effective length of 50 cm carries a current of 100 A is placed in a

magnetic field to produce maximum E.M.F the magnetic field is 0.4 wb/m2 if the

conductor is moved at a velocity 10 m/s find the induced voltage, force acting on that

conductor and the power can be supplied by this conductor and the angle between

conductor and flux to
1- Reduce the max E.M.F bY 20%

2- Increasing the max E.M.F by 20% (20 Marks)
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